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SNAPPETS  
Stadium Masters Swimming Club Inc            www.stadiummasters.org.au                             June 2015 

 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Melville Masters hosted the latest LiveLighter Club Challenge that our members 
attended on 3 May.  With eleven swimmers we finished in 6th place in a field of eleven 
clubs achieving many individual successes and a winning 280+ women’s medley relay.  
Thanks to Elizabeth for coming along to encourage swimmers and do some timekeeping.  
And thanks to Melville for an enjoyable, well-run meet. 
 

We look forward to the Stadium Masters’ hosted 1500m swim on Saturday afternoon, 
6 June.  I hear 50 swimmers from various clubs have signed up. 
 

Swimmer Anne Edmondson and interviewee ‘Tricia featured in a special Health and 
Medicine liftout in The West Australian on 13 May; a great promotion for the club and 
winter swimming. 
 

Captain Jackie coordinated a cake stall fundraiser on 16 May which brought in over $800 
to help with lane hire costs.  Well done to all who made cakes and especially those who 
ran the stall in very inclement weather.  I’m afraid my batch of Anzac biscuits failed 
miserably so I did not submit them. 
 

Secretary Barry coordinated the re-introduced Swimathon to raise funds for Alzheimer’s 
Australia.  Sponsorship dollars are now being collected.  Well done to all the swimmers 
and thanks to the timekeepers.  Special thanks to HBF Stadium for donating lane hire 
for the event. 
 

During my absence in Newman, visiting guess whom?, Vice President Jackie capably 
represented the club at Council of Clubs and chaired a committee meeting; thanks 
Jackie. 
 

Enjoy your swimming – don’t let the wintery weather put you off.  The pool 
temperatures are constant (most of the time) and the post-swim showers very inviting. 
 

'Tricia Summerfield, President 
 

 
 
BIRTHDAYS 
  June         July 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Margaret Smithson    8th   Elizabeth Edmondson   1st 
John Christie 11th   Colin Beaton   4th 
Mary Gray 18th   Leon Musca 16th 
Peter Jones 20th   Merilyn Burbidge 22nd 
Brian Downing 23rd     
Wayne Davies 23rd     
Lillian Hadley 24th     
June Maher 29th     
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS 

We are delighted to welcome two new members, Helen Loake and Ian Koegelenberg 

and wish them great times swimming with our club. 
 

Helen Loake 
 

“I’ve lived in Perth for nearly 9 years and am finally getting around to swimming a little 
more. I’ve entered the Race around Rottnest, in October, involving swim, bike, paddle 
and run, so I need to be able to swim 1000 m in Thompson Bay hopefully with some 
style (and speed)! I live in City Beach with three boys: a little lopsided, I thought, so I 
evened things up a couple of years ago by acquiring two tabby girls! We’re all sporty 
(the cats aren’t) and between us we row surf boats, bicycle, swim, paddle skis, compete 
in surf iron man events, gym and walk. Along with Anne, Lisa and Louise, I am part of 
the City of Perth March Past Team which is fabulous fun. It’s great to be part of the local 
community. I look forward to many hours of fun swimming and the coffee times 
afterwards! Go Dockers!” 
 

Ian Koegelenberg 
“My family and I are relative newcomers to Perth, arriving in the 

early part of 2012 from Stellenbosch in South Africa. The laid back, 

healthy lifestyle and friendly people had an immediate effect on 

my wife and me, and we soon called Perth home. Very soon now 

we will be welcoming our second son to the family. 
 

My love for swimming was nurtured from a young age by Clara 
Aurick, who today is still one of the biggest influences and 
inspirations in my life. If you have time, look her up on the 
interweb ;)  
http://swimhistory.org/articles/coaches-2/clara-aurik 
 

After many years out of the water I could no longer stay away 
from the pool. The Perth way of life and a burning desire to compete drove me to the internet. It’s a good thing 
Stadium Masters was one of the first to pop up in my search results. And here I am, ready and rearing. Thank you 
for having me Snappers.” 

 
DIARY ENTRIES FOR JUNE AND BEYOND 
 
 

Date Event Time Venue 

Saturday 6 June Stadium Masters 1500 Metre LC Distance Swim 1:00 pm start HBF Stadium 

Sunday 14 June Committee meeting 11:00 am HBF Stadium 

Saturday 20 June Special Swim Session 1:15 pm HBF Stadium 

Sunday 5 July Swan Hills LiveLighter SC Club Challenge TBA Swan Park Aquatic 
Centre 

Saturday 18 July Special Swim Session 1:15 pm HBF Stadium 

Sunday 26 July Leisure Park 400/800 SC Distance Swim TBA Leisure Park, Balga 

Sunday 2 August Somerset 1500 Metre- LC Distance Swim TBA Aqualife Centre East 
Vic Park  

 
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE 

 

At 4 June 2015, membership of Stadium Masters stood at 68, made up as follows: 

 

Ordinary members 44 Second Claim members 6 
80 years and over 10 Associate members 6 
Life members 2   

 

http://swimhistory.org/articles/coaches-2/clara-aurik
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CAPTAINS Pamela Walter and Jackie Egan 

 

Stadium Special Saturday Swim Session 25th April 
This attracted 10 participants supervised by Eleanor. The session began with 
limbering up exercises and presentation of an Endurance 1000 Award to Eleanor 
for completing all 62 swims in the program last year and gaining top points (1005). 
After a decent warm-up, the day’s program concentrated on timed 100 m swims 

from a dive start followed by lactic acid flushing! Don’t miss the next special 
session on 20th June in preparation for the Swan Hills Club Challenge. 
 

Melville LiveLighter Club Challenge 3rd May  
There may have been only 11 Stadium swimmers turn up on a slightly cooler 
morning to the very hip and groovy Melville aquatic centre, but those who 
managed to come were ready to fire! The team was punching out first places, PBs and a State Record like there was 
no tomorrow and scored a very tidy 103 points in total to finish in 6th place. 
 

Special mention has to be made of our leader, Pres ‘Tricia, who could not get in the water without emerging with a 
first place - three firsts in the individual events and a first in the relay! Eleanor, although weighed down with not 
one but two viruses(!) and therefore not overly happy with her times, easily grabbed yet another State record in 
her 100m Free as well as coming first in all three individual events. (“Now I would like to be able to do that!” says 
Jackie.) New member, Sara, competed in her first ever swimming event on the day and it just happened to be her 
44th birthday as well! In the words of Mr Green, "She had it all going on!” Sara swam very well and came in way 
below her nominated time. 
 

Our team of Pat, ‘Tricia, Pamela and Helen came 
home nicely with gold in the women’s 280+ 
medley relay. 
The boys’ relay was also a highlight. Our second 
youngest member Mat combined well with three 
over 70s - Barry, Bill and Peter. Barry and Bill 
started the relay by keeping up nicely with the 
competition. Mat’s fly leg was truly inspirational, 
leaving Peter to hold on with a quick 50 free to 
win the heat easily and finish second overall. It 
was very exciting and the cheer squad was 
possibly a little over-zealous, embarrassing 
themselves by cheering way too loud. (Bill and 
Barry… can’t take them anywhere!) 

 

PBs were also plentiful. Hooray for Helen Green - 
coming out of a three-year retirement, she swam a 
very fine  50 Back with a PB improving by 0.76 secs! 
Mat not only showed off in the relay but also 
racked up a PB in the 50 Free by 1.28 sec. Wow! 
That Egan woman got PBs in all her swims. Isn’t she 
awesome? (Sorry, I got into trouble for being too 
modest in my last report so had to write that. 
Eleanor is taking all the credit anyway for the hours 
of nagging to try to improve my stroke. Thanks 
Eleanor!) 
 

Thank you to our officials Pamela and Elizabeth, 
and Elizabeth for time keeping too. Overall it was a 
very enjoyable morning with some great swimming. Good job, Stadium Masters, and well done! 
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Thornlie 400/800 Metre Distance Swim 9th May 
 

Five Snappers, Mary, Pamela, Pat, Eleanor and Elizabeth, 
went to the Thornlie 400/800 Meet. All except Elizabeth 
swam and Pat, Pamela and Elizabeth also helped as officials. 
Mary hadn’t swum a short course 400 Free for several years 
and she beat her previous best time by an amazing 3 
minutes. Eleanor managed a PB in 400 IM and her 800 Back 
was her best time since 2011, achieving three State records, 
pending ratification.  
 

GETTING LOST!  Pat Sugars 
 

I went to Thornlie as an official, but Pamela talked me into 
swimming a 400m as well. The funny part of this story is 
that, apart from being ¾ hour late in arriving because my "carefully planned route" come unstuck, I did actually do 
about half of my IOT duty. Then, when the time came to go home, I found my key wouldn't open the door of my 
car. I could see no other bright blue Toyota sitting waiting for me, so I went inside and told the manager that my 
car was stolen. Out came two young men to help me and two swimmers, Theresa and Rosemary. They looked 
around and found my car parked next to theirs, in another carpark on the other side of the building. Most 
embarrassing! 
 

Ed: Laughing at your mistakes is often hard to do. We are continually being told that laughter is the best medicine, 
so thanks for the tonic, Pat! 
 

 

SUPERSNAPPER TRIO 
 

Due to a backlog in presenting Supersnappers with their awards, we have 
a threesome to announce! 
 

March: Carmen Harrison received the award for entering her first open 
water swim in many years and for showing continual improvement in her 
swimming. Carmen also bit the bullet and swam two inaugurals at the 
LiveLighter All Club Short Course Challenge in March. 
  

April: Merilyn Burbidge got her award for swimming two PBs in Backstroke 
and swimming her best 25 Free since 2008 at the All Club Challenge. 
Merilyn accepted the award on behalf of Jackie who should have received 
it for her five PBs and one inaugural at the same carnival! 
 

 
May: Beng Hooi Chua’s fine performance won the award for him at 
the All Club Challenge, his first short course carnival.  
 

Captain Jackie elaborates: Beng is a deserving winner of the 
Supersnapper award for reasons that will be revealed in the 
following story. Not only did he perform brilliantly at the All Club 
Challenge - 1:09 in 100 Free and 29.62 in 50 Free – he was also a clear 
winner in devouring the mini-hamburgers that were provided at the 
end of the meet! 
Brimming with confidence from his successes, he arrived at Tuesday 
training (a bit late as always!) only to be confronted by a rather large 
and talented newcomer, let’s call him Ian! Shaking off the flu picked 

up a few weeks earlier in Sydney, the talented newcomer challenged Beng to some timed 50 Freestyle swims and 
… basically beat the pants off him! Sadly the newcomer had to retire from training early due to cramp, much to 
Beng’s delight! A weaker soul would have slipped off to the changerooms and had a weep in the shower out of view 
of the other squad members. But not our Beng! Since that day Beng has taken on the challenge and has turned up 
to four training sessions in a row (that’s F-O-U-R sessions in a row!), showing his fantastic determination and making 
him so worthy of a Supersnapper award. Congrats Beng! Keep it up! 
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SOCIAL NOTES from Helen Green 

Dinner at the Wembley Food Hall 
This venue on Cambridge St is popular with Snappers members. It offers a wide choice of dishes to suit any taste 
and provides a great opportunity to give the chef in the house a night off. We are meeting there for an evening 
meal from about 6pm on Sunday 12th July. In order to reserve the right number of tables, please let me know if you 
are intending to join us. 
 

Stadium Masters Annual Dinner 
The annual dinner is on Wednesday, August 19 at 6:30pm at Botanica Bar and Bistro, 201 Scarborough Beach Rd, 
Innaloo (corner Liege St). Details of menu choice, at about $40 for 2 courses, will follow. 
 

Helen Green, Social Organiser: 0437 313 949; 9285 2968; helen.green@westnet.com.au  
 

 

GOGGLE SAW 
 Richard Diggins 
filling in time with 
humour on Anzac Day 
when the parade was 
barred from following 
its planned route 

 the evening group swimming 26 x 100s in 
honour of Kat Anderson’s 26th birthday. Kat 
was wisely celebrating more conventionally 
over dinner. Beng posed for a dippy photo in 
front of the whiteboard and Ian, also having a 
night off, saw the photo in an email and 
noticed only the program and not the man! 

AND HEARD 
 that the Beach Picnic in March raised $190 for Club funds 

 new member, Sara, (rhymes with Tara) announcing that the fine for calling her Sarah (rhymes with fairer) is a 
Mars bar! 

 

 

FROM THE RECORDER: Anne Edmondson 
Reinstating Internal Times (Splits) 
The Committee has agreed to reinstate, on a trial basis, split times in Endurance 1000 swims for freestyle, 
breaststroke and butterfly but not for backstroke (in line with Masters Swimming Australia practice). These times 
will be eligible for Top Ten listing. When swimmers submit their Endurance 1000 recording sheets at the end of the 
quarter, they should indicate, by highlighting, times they want included as their best splits. For example, if you 
swam your best time for 400 Free as part of an 800 Free, then highlight that time on the sheet.  
 

Swimmers are asked to make sure their Endurance 1000 files are in the cage for collection on Sunday 28 June. 
 

mailto:helen.green@westnet.com.au
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CAKE STALL IN THE WET 
Wouldn’t you know it? After a run of 11 
days of balmy warm, dry weather, the 
day of our cake stall dawned cold, wet 
and windy. It rained for the whole five 
hours that we were trying to sell our 
cakes outside Bunnings, Claremont, so 
most of the passers-by sailed past our 
table huddled behind umbrellas. Luckily, 
enough took note of our plight and we 
finished up selling everything and taking 
away $720, which pleased us immensely, 
the more so as we had to compete with 
the prestigious Bindaring Clothing sale at 
the Claremont Showgrounds. The 
experience would have been far worse 
the next day as the rain was heavier and 
the wind stronger. How lucky we were! 
(Trudy Vandewerdt often makes the observation that in Perth rarely a day passes without the sun shining. It shone, 
briefly, as we drove home that Saturday!) 
 

Thanks to Jackie who did the leg work to get the show going and to Elizabeth who made copious promotional signs 
and played banker throughout the day. Bunnings staff set up the gazebo and tables for us and lent us a gas heater, 
advertised with a big price tag on it, to keep the chill at bay. Wonderful support was much appreciated from a big 
contingent of Club members, including new young members Peter Marcello, Danielle Vlahov, Ian Koegelenberg and 
Kat Anderson, who baked, sold and bought cakes. Two men deserve medals for their outstanding baking prowess: 
Stuart for his scones and Ian for his chocolate brownies. 
 

Donations received from other members brought the total amount raised to $826.50, almost enough to pay for 
one month’s lane hire!  
 

 

FROM MASTERS SWIMMING WA Wendy Holtom 
 

New Office Connected 
We are now in operation at 565 Hay Street Daglish. Our new phone number is 9381 3550. 
We have two changes to the 2015 LiveLighter Pool Events calendar. Maida Vale and Fremantle have swapped dates. 
Please pass this onto your members. 

 Maida Vale’s LiveLighter distance meet is now on Saturday 17th October 
 Fremantle’s LiveLighter Club Challenge is now on Sunday 25th October 

 

Technical Officiating Courses 
Technical Education Coordinator Ken Phillips conducted Inspector of Turns and Judge of Strokes courses on 
Saturday 16th May. We urgently need more qualified officials so if your Club has anyone interested in learning to be 
a Technical Official please contact Ken via kandgphillips@iprimus.com.au. 
 

National Masters Swim Meets 
 The 2016 Nationals in Melbourne has the theme of “Eat – Play – Love”! 

 The 2017 Nationals are to be held in Southport, on the Sunshine Coast, Queensland. 

 WA is confirmed as the host for 2018. 
 

New MSWA Club 
We have another new Club thanks to Nadine’s proactive promotions. Kingsway Masters is swimming at Mercedes 
College and is affiliating with MSWA as we speak. Some keen swimmers are amongst the new members so keep an 
eye out for their meet entries and any queries to assist them into the Masters community. 
 

 

OWS FINAL RESULTS 2014/2015 
 

Congratulations to Barry Green (50 points, 3rd in age group) and Jackie Egan (48 points, equal 2nd in age group) who 
both made the top 20 in overall point scores for the Open Water Swim series. 

mailto:kandgphillips@iprimus.com.au
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SWIMATHON from Barry Green 
 

On Sunday 31 May, the Club staged a Swimathon in aid of 
Alzheimer’s Australia WA. Two lanes at HBF Stadium were 
kindly donated by Venues West and all that was left to do was 
for the participants to swim and later collect sponsorship 
money. A table provided by HBF Stadium was adorned with 
Alzheimer’s Australia material, including donation tins, 
Stadium Masters material, our trusty banner and “snakes” for 
sustenance. Past member Geoff Lane spent most of the day 
there providing support for the swimmers and dealing with 
queries from passers-by. Marg Watson, Deirdre and Robyn 
provided invaluable support as time-keepers with many of the 
swimmers also involved in this important role. There were few 
passers-by but there was at least one query about the club. Those who did come past spent more time looking at 
the Australian synchro-swimming team which was training in the diving pool! 
 

Our last Swimathon, in aid of the Motor Neurone Disease Association in 2013, involved only 8 swimmers who swam 
23.8 km; this year’s 16 Snappers, and one young granddaughter, swam 40.1 km. Back in 1999 the club’s first 
Swimathon had 26 swimmers! 
 

Well done to all swimmers who took part on Sunday. Ed: Stuart and Barry both put in huge efforts to complete three 
long swims in the Endurance 1000 program. As a duo, that would have taken them two thirds of the way to Rottnest! 
Encouragingly, more than $4000 has been promised by sponsors! Treasurer Elizabeth Edmondson will give us the 
final amount raised when all money and sponsor sheets are in. Well done, Elizabeth, for helping with the 
preparation of the swim as well as participating as a swimmer. 
 

Name Distance (metres)* Endurance 1000 Event 

Elizabeth 500 400 m backstroke 

Barry 3000, 2100, 1500 3km freestyle, ¾ hour freestyle, ½ hour freestyle 

Lisa 3000 1 hour/3km freestyle 

Pat 1500, 800 1 hour backstroke, 800 freestyle 

Stuart 1600, 2100, 3000 1500 m freestyle, ¾ hour freestyle, 1 hour free 

Erin (aged 12) 1600 1500 m freestyle 

Pamela 3200 1 hour/3 km backstroke 

Mary 400, 500 400 m freestyle, 400 m backstroke 

William 1600 1500 m backstroke 

Peter L 900 800 m freestyle 

Cas 2400 1 hour freestyle 

Bill 600, 500 400 m freestyle, 400 m breaststroke 

Mary 500, 400 400 m backstroke, 400 m freestyle 

Helen G 1,000 800 m freestyle 

Anne 2700 1 hour backstroke 

Carmen 3000 1 hour/3 km freestyle 

Merilyn 2600 1 hour backstroke 

Total 40 100  

*May include some warm-up and cool down 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND DEADLINE  
 

Thanks to ‘Tricia Summerfield, Pamela Walter, Jackie Egan, Elizabeth Edmondson, Helen Green, Barry 
Green, Pat Sugars, Marg Watson, Anne Edmondson, Ian Koegelenberg and Helen Loake for their 
contributions used in this issue of Snappets. Please send items for the next issue to me at 
amburbidge@westnet.com.au by Friday 24 July 2015.                 Merilyn Burbidge 
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COFFEE TIME AT CLAREMONT  
from Marg Watson 
 

Monday and Wednesday mornings at about 
8:00am see a hardy bunch of about nine 
Snappers at Claremont Pool, where the pool 
access steps are sooo user friendly, the water is 
warm all year round and the pool staff refer to 
us as Snappers, which is nice. 
 

We are the 'Golden Oldies', or maybe the 
'Fitness Friends', and we really want to keep 
swimming. We set ourselves goals. Distances 
may vary, but we generally clock up between 
800 and 1200 metres in a combination of walk-
a-bit, swim-a-bit. We are surrounded by private 
swim squads, water aerobics classes, or 
individuals like us just doing their own thing. 
School swimming lessons and carnivals are a bit 
challenging, and we vary our times to fit in. In 
June we will have a lie-in and swim from 8:30 or 
9:00am - we haven't decided yet. But the coffee 
afterwards is just sublime! And what a way to 
start the day! 
 

 

MARCH PAST AT THE SURF LIFE SAVING STATE CHAMPS from Anne Edmondson 
Some of you may be interested 
to know that four Stadium 
Masters members are also 
members of the City of Perth 
Surf Lifesaving Club’s March 
Past Team: Helen Loake, Lisa 
Dwyer, Louise Norris and 
myself, Anne Edmondson. This 
particular team, and there have 
been many before us during 
the club’s 90 year history, has 
been in existence for two 
seasons and is an all ladies 
team, coached by the very 
experienced life member, Ian 
Scott. The training can be hard 
work, and very good for the leg 
muscles, but we do have a lot of 
fun and many friendships have 
been made during our two 
summers on the beach. 
 

We compete in the WA competitions, which culminate in the State Championships, where we came fourth for the 
second time, this year only half a mark from a bronze medal. Each season finishes with us competing in the ‘Aussies’, 
Australian Surf Lifesaving Championships, held in April 2015 at North Kirra Beach on the Gold Coast, Queensland. 
 

If you visit City Beach regularly, you will have noticed that the clubhouse is being re-built and in just a couple of 
months the building will be ready for its fit-out. The Club is responsible for financing part of the re-build and as a 
voluntary organisation needs to raise the money from the members and the community. Although several hundred 
thousand dollars have already been raised, the Club is still short and needs to raise more to be able to complete 
the task. If any Stadium Masters members are interested in contributing you can go to ninetyforninety.com.au. 
  

L-R: Bill Creswell, Lillian Hadley, Geoff Hadley, Ann Ritchie, June 

Maher, Marg Watson, Elizabeth Edmondson, Geoff Lane,  

Patrick Cooney 
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HOLDING HANDS by Patrick Devine (from Masters Swimming Australia e-News) 

In rowing, the power is in the rowers but the blades of the oars apply the force to the water. In swimming the force 
is mainly applied to the water by the hands or feet. In this article I wish to emphasise the need to use the hands 
properly. The best swimmers use their hands in a way that sets them apart. Conversely, many of us are able to 
improve the use of our hands. 
 

There are several theories about how the hands hold the water and a certain amount of debate as to which method 
is the most efficient. For the moment forget about the theory and feel the water with your hands. Try to keep 
pressure on them as you pull through the water. Some swimmers will be surprised that they are hardly using their 
hands through the stroke. 
 

Pressure does not need to be applied for the total stroke cycle. Instead of a constant velocity, try gently and precisely 
getting the body and hands into perfect position, then powerfully apply the force. Look at photos and videos on the 
web of Michael Phelps, Ian Thorpe and Grant Hackett and see how they apply the power. Many think that elbows 
are held high only in the recovery. However high elbows in the power stroke help the hand to apply maximum force. 
If the elbows drop it is difficult to hold the water. The water will slip away from the hands and speed will diminish.  
 

When the hand enters the water, it carries air bubbles. The hand movement of good swimmers allows these bubbles 
to dissipate before the “catch”. In a sprint the catch might be immediately after entry but in other distances the 
catch is later in the stroke. A swimmer needs time for the hand to travel to the point where it is able to pull 
backwards. It is not necessary to apply pressure before that. The catch may be about one third of the way through 
the underwater cycle. The power part of the cycle is only a portion of the time the hand is in the water. Once again 
look at web photos of champion swimmers. 
 

Some swimmers have almost no catch and swing their arms at an even velocity through the stroke. An exercise I 
sometimes ask swimmers to do is to put their hands in the water and throw a whirlpool to the other hand, then 
catch it and throw it back. While it is not an accurate “catch” it does give a perception akin to the concept.  
 

As mentioned earlier there is debate on how the hands propel. I believe there may be a bit of everything in a good 
stroke but would urge people just to hold the water and maintain pressure on the hands. Many people will have 
been taught that the hands follow an “S” path. In recent years the “S” has become more elongated or just feels like 
an “S” due to the rotation of our bodies and the difficulties in comprehending a fixed reference point. 
 

Some champions have their fingers spread, some close together and some with the thumb at right angles to the 
index finger. Try them all and decide what method lets you hold the water best.  
 

The purpose of this article is to challenge you to think about your hands and improve the propulsive force you 
generate. If the hands are to achieve reasonable efficiency the body must be balanced and the elbows held high 
during the pull as well as the recovery. 
 
 

ANZAC POPPIES GO TO LONDON 
 
The ANZAC Day poppy display in Melbourne was brilliant, a masterpiece of colour 
created from handcrafted poppies, as you can see from photos posted at 
https://5000poppies.wordpress.com. The latest wonderful news is that the 
organisers have been invited to take the poppies to the Chelsea Flower Show in 
2016! 
 

After playing our part by making poppies for the project, about eight of us couldn’t 
put our needles away! Now we’re knitting squares and joining them to make brightly 
coloured rugs for Wheelchairs for Kids to send overseas with the wheelchairs. So far 
we have a stack of about 76 squares and rug assembly has begun.  

 

Stadium Masters gratefully acknowledges a donation from BGC Concrete 

 

 

 

https://5000poppies.wordpress.com/
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